Save 94% of Periodical storage space with University Microfilms

Over 1500 Serial publications now available

These handy little boxes are providing adequate periodical reference service—while saving 94% of storage space—for many leading libraries. It is accomplished by following the suggestions in this two-part program.

1. Keep regular issues available for the first year or two—the period of greatest use. Then, get microfilms for enduring reference needs. It costs no more than binding the shelf worn periodicals—saves 94% of space.

2. Replace present backfile volumes with microfilms when the stack space they take is needed for better use. It costs much less than a building addition.

Many new titles have been added to UM availabilities in the last few months, making the service more comprehensive than ever. Write for the complete list of backfile and current volumes.

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, INC.
313 N. FIRST STREET, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Barnes & Noble Presents...

THE GLOBE PLAYHOUSE
Its Design and Equipment
By John Cranford Adams, President, Hofstra College. The unique classic on the famous playhouse—and the title most often requested from the B & N Search Service—now revised and greatly enlarged. Based on Professor Adams’ minutely accurate replica, text and illustration illuminate the action of the plays through the working of the theatre. Completely new Appendix includes a scene-by-scene reconstruction of King Lear as originally performed. 4-color frontispiece, 31 plates. $8.50

MOLDERS OF THE MODERN MIND
111 Books That Shaped Western Civilization
By Robert B. Downs, Dean of Library Administration, University of Illinois. A chronological survey of the trail-blazing documents of our culture from Columbus to Freud, including the biological and physical sciences and psychology. For each book, approximately 1,000 words analyze its content, assess its historical impact and sketch the author’s life. “...will fill a need for any serious reader who has to survey the significant literature of the Western World...has a very special value for library schools.”—MRS. FLORRINELL F. MORTON, President, A. L. A. Paperback, $2.25 Hardbound, $6.00

BARNES & NOBLE Inc.
105 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York
Early in 1962, subscribers to the INDEX CHEMICUS will receive a special massive cumulative index... containing over 150,000 molecular formulas of new chemical compounds reported in 1960 and 1961 scientific world literature.

Prepared and printed on a high-speed electronic computer.

The INDEX CHEMICUS, twice-monthly information service, abstracts chemical journal articles "graphically".... compiles molecular formula and author indexes twice-monthly, then cumulates them every four months.

Want proof? Ask for a free copy today.

INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
33 SOUTH SEVENTEEN STREET, PHILADELPHIA 3, PA.